Abstract-This paper presents the simulation and evaluation of ride comfort in large commercial airliners flying in formation using conventional fly-by-wire flight control systems. The ride comfort in formation aircraft is influenced by disturbance loads due to turbulence and the trailing vortex of a leader aircraft as well as by compensatory control inputs produced by the pilot and flight control laws. A conventional Boeing B747-100 simulation model is augmented with formation flight effects and a fly-by-wire flight control model. Simulation results of the accelerations experienced at different locations in the trailing aircraft are presented, along with an analysis and evaluation of the associated effects of vibrations on comfort and motion sickness incidence. It was concluded that the vibration magnitudes do not differ much between aircraft in isolated flight and formation flight under the same conditions. For both aircraft, a seating location at the front of the aircraft is more comfortable than one at the back of the aircraft.
INTRODUCTION
Formation flight of commercial passenger airliners is being considered as an option for increasing the fuel efficiency of large scale air transport [1] [2] . However, ride comfort of the passengers in trailing aircraft of a formation flight scenario is a concern. In the presence of disturbances caused by the trailing vortex of the leader aircraft and the compensatory inputs of the pilot and control laws, questions are being raised about the levels of comfort in a trailing aircraft of formation flight scenarios. In the study by Bizinos [3] , the author evaluated the levels of comfort experienced in formation flight during atmospheric turbulence. Investigating various formation scenarios, static simulations were performed in nominal cruising conditions assuming an ideal control law 978-1-4673-7676-1/16/$31.00 c 2016 IEEE where disturbance loads are only caused by the presence of turbulence and the trailing vortex. A clear increase in acceleration magnitudes were found for longitudinal, vertical, roll and yaw acceleration magnitudes [3] .
The concept of comfort is a subjective one, making it difficult to define and measure levels of comfort. As P. Branton [4] suggested in a research contribution to the design of the passenger environment, comfort is only really defined in terms of its absence, arguing that it is only possible to measure levels of discomfort. Moreover, the subject of passenger comfort has become extremely important with the introduction of new forms of transportation -such as formation flying. Kirk et al. [5] recommends that in addition to the comfort experienced by a person, consideration should be given to the passenger's satisfaction. Satisfaction, as shown by Richards et al. [6] , is highly dependent on the levels of comfort experienced. In an attempt to fit the transporting environment to the passenger as comfortably as possible, the ergonomics of passenger comfort can be divided into several categories: ride comfort, local comfort and organisational comfort [5] . This research focuses on the first of these three categories, namely, ride comfort in commercial aircraft during formation flight. Henceforth, passenger comfort and ride comfort will be used interchangebly.
Formation Flight
The benefits of formation flight have long ago been recognized by many researchers, scientists and aerodynamicists [7] [8] , showing interest due to its potential to reduce fuel consumption in long range flights. Since its recognition, various studies have been undertaken to investigate the effects and advantages of formation flight. Some literature studies have focused on close formation flight, where aircraft are separated by merely a few wingspans [9] [10] [11] [12] . Showing good aerodynamic and control benefits, close formation flight minimises the induced drag of an aircraft and should greatly improve fuel efficiency in commercial aviation. However, this type of close proximity between commercial aircraft poses an unacceptably high risk of collision in many applications. Formation flight in this current study takes advantage of extended formation flying at separations of up to tens of wingspans, where the persistent cruise wakes are still beneficial but the safety is significantly improved.
Wind tunnel tests for formation flight have shown that a substantial decrease in drag can be obtained in formation flight depending on the configuration. William B. Blake and David R. Gingras [11] measured a reduction of up to 25%. In a study of extended formation flight by author Andrew S. Ning [1] [13] , for streamwise spacings around 10 to 40 spans with low to moderately low atmospheric turbulence, a twoaircraft formation is capable of achieving a maximum drag reduction of approximately 30% while a three-aircraft forma-tion showed maximum reductions of around 40%. Later on, in an inviscid analysis of extended formation flight, Kless et al. [14] analysed a two-body echelon formation and found that simulations indicated peak induced drag savings for a trailing aircraft of up to 54% in subsonic flow and 35% in transonic flow. Other wind-tunnel tests have shown that a decrease in drag of between 10 and 30% is obtainable during formation flight depending on the configuration [9] [10] [12] .
Bower et al. [2] performed a case study in order to quantify the amount of fuel burn reductions achieveable during formation flight. Using the flight data of five FedEx formation flights between two reasonably distanced countries, fuel savings of 4% for tip-to-tip gaps of about 10% the wingspan were achievable. Fuel savings of up to 11.5% were achievable for tip-to-tip overlaps of about 10% the wingspan.
Along with the many benefits, formation flight induces large aerodynamic forces and moments due to trailing wake vorticies; resulting in dangerous handling characteristics. This is commonly referred to as the "Vortex Problem". Research done towards analysing wake vortices and developing the experimental systems and alleviation devices to cope with the vortex problem is well documented [15] . Furthermore, formation flight also leads to questions about the increased acceleration magnitudes and the associated passenger comfort levels experienced in the trailing aircraft(s) of a formation flight convoy. Longitudinal, vertical, roll and yaw acceleration magnitudes have been shown to particularly increase due to formation flight -roll acceleration magnitudes showing the most significant increase [15] [3] [16] .
Ride Comfort
With the focus of this research study on ride comfort, author D.J. Oborne [17] concludes that ride comfort may be considered in two ways: as a reaction to the entire trip from the time of departure to the time of arrival or to a number of different aspects of the environment (motion, seating, noise, lighting, leg room etc.). Choosing to evaluate the comfort during formation flight by considering the latter, the scope is limited to the effect of motion vibrations on levels of comfort, defined by suitable comfort criteria. This called the need for a literature survey into different comfort criteria studies, focusing on different techniques for comfort evaluation.
A number of ride quality comfort criteria are in existence. Various literature studies summarise most of the important comfort criteria defined and, in some cases, are then used to evaluate the ride comfort of a passenger transportation system. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Numerous other studies were gathered from a Ride Quality Symposium [22] , jointly supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and U.S. Department of Transportation agencies. Studies were grouped into categories including, but not limited to, experimental ride quality studies and ride quality modelling and criteria. Since these studies, the awareness of the complexity behind human physiological and behavioural response to vibration has continuously increased. The lack of clear, universally recognised and accepted criteria to assess human response to vibrations made it desirable to give more quantitative guidance on the effects of vibration on health, comfort, perception and motion sickness incidence.
The International Organisation of Standardisation (ISO) [23] aims to provide guidance methods with which to evaluate the effect of whole-body vibrations on the human body. The ISO 2631-1 standard is primarily concerned to quantify wholebody vibrations in relation to human health, comfort, perception and motion sickness. Recognised as the predominant influencing factor, vibrations are to be measured at various points on the human body and jointly used to determine an in toto effect on passenger comfort.
Problem Statement
In formation flight, does longitudinal, vertical, roll and yaw acceleration magnitudes increase in a follower aircraft due to aerodynamic interaction effects with the trailing vortices from the leader aircraft, directly affecting passenger comfort levels?
Research Objectives
In the study by Bizinos [3] , the author recommends further investigation with a practical formation flight control algorithm. This research pursues this recommendation and then re-evaluates the comfort levels in a leader and follower aircraft during formation flight to validate and expand on the findings of Bizinos. Dynamic simulations consider the presence of a trailing vortex within turbulence and also model realistic flight control laws. This research also builds on the flight control system designed for stability and control performance by Büchner [24] , with the aim of modelling a more realistic fly-by-wire flight control architecture with true aircraft responses.
Paper Overview
This paper starts by giving an overview of the mathematical modelling for both isolated and formation flight aircraft. Focus is particularly given to the aerodynamic modelling, the aircraft separation variables during formation flight and the comfort criteria that will be used to evaluate the ride comfort. A representative fly-by-wire control architecture for commercial aircraft is modelled and discussed, followed by an extended flight control architecture for formation flight. Simulations are performed to assess the conventional controllers as well as the formation-hold performance capabilities of the proposed guidance laws for formation flight. The measurement and evaluation of the resulting effect of vibrations on passenger comfort levels and motion sickness incidence is given followed with a conclusion of the current study.
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
In the development of a formation flight simulation model, Figure 1 illustrates the proposed framework. The Boeing B747-100 aircraft model has been used for a wide variety of engineering research studies due to the public availability of the aircraft data documents [25] [26] . It is also used in this simulation model to represent both the leader and follower aircraft during formation flight.
Aircraft Models
The leader and follower aircraft are both modelled using a conventional six degree of freedom (6DOF) model which describes the equations of motion of the aircraft given the forces and moments that act on it. A rigid-body aircraft is assumed in this current study with no flexibility modelling. Using traditional methods [27] 
where m is the aircraft mass and I xx , I yy and I zz are the principle moments of inertia about the respective body axes. The cross products of inertia I xy and I yz are considered zero due to symmetry about the aircraft XZ-plane and I xz is considered negligibly small.
The follower aircraft has an extended aerodynamic model to incorporate the effects of formation flight -the influence of the trailing vortices. Bizinos [3] derived and implemented a horseshoe vortex model to represent the vortex system of a wing. This same model was used in a recent study by D.
Büchner [24] and will also be used in this current study. The influence is modelled as influence factors, dependent only on the formation geometry. Regarding the details for the derivation of this wake effects model, see the original authors work [3] .
By rewriting the full aerodynamic coefficients for a conventional aircraft in isolated flight to include the formation flight effects, the aerodynamic model for the induced forces and moments as experienced by a trailing aircraft can be obtained. The non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficients of a conventional aircraft are extended for formation flight and expanded in the stability axes around an arbitrary linearisation point,
where the linearisation point is chosen from the set of flight conditions concisely documented by Heffley and Jewel [26] . The values of the aerodynamic coefficients at the linearisation point as well as the stability and control derivatives are provided for a chosen flight condition. The terms C (.) S are the conventional non-dimensional aerodynamic force and moment coefficients and C (.) F < η, ζ > represent the formation flight effects as additional induced aerodynamic coefficients, dependent on the geometric lateral separation η and vertical separation ζ. The term k represents the aircraft number in formation as any positive integer Z + . In a two aircraft right echelon formation, k = 1 represents the follower aircraft.
Flight Control Laws
The aircraft models in Figure 1 are enclosed by the flight control architecture, consisting of a set of inner-loop conventional fly-by-wire (FBW) flight controllers followed by unique guidance laws. The conventional guidance laws are sufficient enough to maintain straight and level flight as well as perform longitudinal and lateral manoeuvres. A set of waypoints are used to determine the track for the leader aircraft. Regarding the follower aircraft, the guidance laws maintain a desired geometric separation vector between the follower and leader aircraft.
Aircraft Separation
In a formation flight simulation, the relative positioning of the aircraft is modelled as the geometric separation. The geometric separation of the aircraft is used in the formation guidance laws to maintain a desired axial, vertical and lateral separation during formation flight. The effective separation, used by the extended formation aerodynamic model, captures the separation between the follower and the core of the trailing vortex by including the turbulence effects on the vortex and the time delay between the aircraft. Figure 2 , which illustrates a top-view right echelon formation. Each aircraft is represented with a set of instantaneous NED co-ordinates where the subscript L denotes the leader and F denotes the follower. The geometric longitudinal Δx and lateral Δy separations are shown. At the center of gravity (CG) of the leader aircraft, a new axis is defined, obtained by rotating the inertial XY axes through the flight path heading angle ψ az of the aircraft. This axis, called the separation axis, will be used to determine the geometric separation between formation flight aircraft.
Geometric Separation-Consider
To obtain the geometric distances Δx and Δy the followers aircraft position is transformed from the NED axes to the separation axes using a translation and rotation transformation,
where,
The geometric vertical separation is somewhat more straightforward to calculate,
The axial, lateral and vertical separation variables are normalised to wingspan b as follows,
Instantaneous Effective Separation-The instantaneous effective separation describes the change in the geometric separation due to turbulent conditions, but does not yet take into account the time delay between the two aircraft. The instantaneous separation is delayed by a time τ d seconds, dependent on the formation geometry, to obtain the delayed effective separation between the aircraft. Consider Figure 3 showing a top-view of aircraft in right echelon formation and no turbulence. The geometric lateral separation angle θ s is used to give the following relationship,
It is also convenient to re-write the separation angle θ s as follows,
By substitution of Equations 7 and 8, the following equation is derived for the geometric lateral separation after some rearrangement, Δy = Δx 2 + Δy 2 sin tan
Consider now a lateral gust velocity v g added to the system, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The vortices of the leader aircraft are now disturbed by a gust angle θ g and move away from trailing vortices in non-turbulent conditions. To a good approximation, we have the following result,
is the new effective angle of separation due to the lateral gust disturbance. The induced change in separation angle due to the lateral gust v g is calculated from Figure 4 as follows,
assuming that the forward velocityV is much larger than the lateral gust velocities. Substitution of Equations (8), (10) , (11) and (12) yields the final instantaneous effective lateral separation between a leader and follower, Δy ef f ≈ Δx 2 + Δy 2 sin tan
Intuitively, as the lateral gust velocity v g tends to zero, the instantaneous effective separation becomes the same as the geometric lateral separation. The same approach is followed to obtain the instantaneous effective vertical separation between a leader and follower.
Effective Separation-The instantaneous effective separations are delayed to obtain the effective separations,
and τ d is the time delay between two aircraft in formation, |ξb| is the distance between aircraft in formation andV F is the average formation flight airspeed.
Atmospheric Turbulence
To increase the fidelity of the simulation, a Von Kármán turbulence block is added in Figure 1 . This block plays an important role in generating realistic induced forces and moments. Conforming to the military standards prescribed in MIL-HDBK-1797, it models the atmospheric turbulence as stationary, homogeneous, isotropic, Gaussian turbulence.
Passenger Comfort Criteria
Once full formation flight capability is active, the comfort levels along the fuselage are measured and evaluated according to the ISO 2631-1 standard [23] . Figure Vibration Measurement- Figure 6 illustrates the axis systems of a seated passenger, reproduced from ISO 2631-1 [23] and illustrates that the vibrations felt by the human body occur at different points.
In a similar study by Kubica et al. [30] , who evaluated the comfort improvement posed by an integrated control law design, the authors suggested that the rotational vibrations and the ones transmitted by the back of the seat are of negligible effect [30] . A more recent study by Bizinos [3] revealed that there are increased roll and yaw acceleration magnitudes during formation flight. The roll acceleration magnitudes show the most significant increase. As such, it might not be a valid assumption to ignore the rotational vibrations when evaluating the passenger comfort in a formation flying commercial aircraft.
It is the aim of this study to evaluate the passenger comfort based on measured linear and rotational vibrations at the seat- surface as well as the linear accelerations at the feet. The linear vibrational acceleration can be determined from the general vector expression for the absolute acceleration of a point in terms of its acceleration a rel measured relative to a moving coordinate system [31] . In a rigid-body aircraft, the Coriolis acceleration and the relative acceleration a rel terms are zero. So then, for an arbitrary point p, the linear acceleration is obtained as follows,
where, a p is the linear acceleration at point p a cg is the absolute aircraft acceleration at the CĠ w is the angular accelerations of the aircraft at the CG w is the angular velocities of the aircraft at the CG r p/cg is the relative displacement vector between point p and the CG Concerning the rotational vibrations, it is well known that the rotation of a rigid-body is described by its angular motion [31] . It is also known that all lines connecting different points in a rigid-body to some fixed reference point -such as the CG of the aircraft -have the same angular displacement, angular velocity and angular acceleration [31] . It follows then that the rotational vibrations experienced by any seated passenger is simply,
where a r is the rotational acceleration measured at the seatsurface.
Frequency Dependent Acceleration Spectra-The Welch method, named after P.D. Welch [32] , is a well known approach to spectral density approximation. The power of a signal is estimated at different frequencies by finding the average spectral density of overlapping segments of window modified periodograms. In MATLAB, pwelch.m is a function from the Signal Processing toolbox that implements the Welch method. Using N samples for the length of the DFT and a Hamming window with 50% overlap, a normalised onesided power spectral density P yy [i] represents the frequency dependent acceleration spectra for real-valued time series acceleration data. See Appendix A for more details.
Weighting Filters-For a seated passenger in an aircraft, the manner in which the random vibration experienced in flight affects health, comfort, perception and motion sickness is dependent on the vibration frequency content [23] . To this end, different frequency weightings are required for the different axes of vibration. Regarding vibrational comfort, Table  1 indicates the different weighting filters and appropriate multiplication constants k to be applied for a seated passenger in any translational or rotational direction for comfort evaluation. For the evaluation of motion sickness, a single frequency weighting filter W f is recommended and applied to z-axis vibrations.
The transfer function for each weighting filter W () is described in Annexure A of ISO 2631-1 and applied to the one-sided power spectral density estimation P yy [i] of the acceleration, Table 1 : Guide for the application of frequency-weighting curves W () for passengers in the seated position.
Seat-Surface Feet
where P yyw represents the frequency-weighted power spectral density for any linear or rotational direction.
Overall Frequency-Weighted RMS Acceleration-In Clause 6 of ISO 2631-1, it states that the frequency-weighted RMS acceleration a w for any axes in Figure 6 shall be determined by weighting and appropriate addition of the acceleration spectra,
is the weighting magnitude for the i th frequency bin a[i] is the RMS acceleration for the i th frequency bin
Since the weighting has already been applied to the power spectral density as in Equation (18), Equation (19) can be rewritten as follows,
to obtain the frequency-weighted RMS acceleration from the power spectral density estimation of the acceleration. The term s n is the required scaling to read the RMS signal value from the power spectral density produced with pwelch.m (see Appendix A).
Effect of Vibrations on Levels of
Comfort-At any seating location, an overall frequency-weighted RMS acceleration at a single point p is computed from the RMS values of the weighted accelerations in each direction,
where, a wx,y,z are the RMS values of the weighted translational or rotational accelerations k x,y,z are the respective weighting factors (see Table 1 ) So then, the overall frequency-weighted RMS accelerations at the feet and supporting seat-surface are obtained using Equation (21) . Only translational accelerations are experienced at the feet whereas both translational and rotational accelerations are experienced at the seat-surface, combined via an additional root sum of squares to obtain the total vibration at the seat-surface,
where the subscripts s and f represent the seat-surface and feet respectively, a ()t denote the translational accelerations and a ()r denote the rotational accelerations, each obtained using Equation (21) appropriately. The total frequencyweighted RMS vibration a v at any seating location, which includes the vibrations at the supporting seat-surface and the feet, can be computed from the overall RMS values of the weighted acceleration at each point,
Finally, ISO 2631-1 gives approximate indications of the likely reactions to various magnitudes of total frequencyweighted RMS accelerations, listed in Table 2 . Using this guide, a level of comfort can be associated to the seating location under investigation. 
where, a wz is the frequency-weighted acceleration in the z-axis at the seat-surface T is the total period during which motion occurs
In the application of Equation 24 , it is suggested that it be used primarily to indicate motion sickness in ships or other sea vessels [23] . However, there is some evidence to suggest that the use of this method could be applicable to motion in aircraft [30] . Furthermore, although the ISO 2631-1 standard suggests that the motion sickness incidence should be evaluated in the vertical axis, it further notes that should enough data be available and evidence is shown that effects of other directions become apparent, the procedure can be extended for all directions [23] . In the study by Kubica et al. [30] , the method was also applied to the lateral axis such that a MSDV can also be defined for the longitudinal and lateral axes,
where, a wx,y is the frequency-weighted acceleration in the x or yaxis at the seat-surface
These dose values will be used in the current study to determine the incidence of motion sickness for each translational axis of a seated passenger. Higher dose values indicate a greater incidence of motion sickness. Many factors may affect the susceptibility of motion sickness per individual, but a percentage of ill passengers can be approximated by,
where K m is an ill constant.
CONVENTIONAL FLIGHT CONTROL
Subsequent to the development of a formation flight model, a set of flight controllers are designed for the conventional aircraft -an aircraft in isolated flight. Using previous research of Büchner [24] as a foundation for this current study, it is the aim of this study to expand on the knowledge of the current representative FBW flight control architecture used in modern commercial aircraft. In so doing, a control architecture true to modern transport aircraft is modelled and applied to produce realistic aircraft responses.
Figure 7 models the representative flight control architecture used in the current study. The architecture consists of an inner-loop set of FBW flight controllers in the Normal Law configuration, directly commanding the actuators based on multiple reference inputs. The Normal Law configuration provides stability augmentations while allowing pilots to control the aircraft motion [33] . Preceding the FBW flight control is a set of conventional guidance laws used to guide the aircraft along a desired flight path.
Conventional FBW Flight Controllers
For longitudinal motion, the conventional FBW flight controllers allow pilots to control the vertical load factor n z of the aircraft by issuing normal load factor or C * commands -a blended command of load factor and pitch rate. Once the C * parameter became an accepted handling qualities metric, a control law based on the parameter evolved. At low velocities the pitch rate cues dominate and the flight path of the aircraft can be controlled with the pitch rate. Conversely, at higher velocities the normal load factor cues dominate and the flight path is controlled with load factor commands. [33] [34] The DQ control law in Figure 7 uses full-state feedback with integral control to achieve a desired normal load factor by commanding elevator deflections. The integrator state is added to ensure that the normal load factor commands are followed with zero steady state error. The autothrust controller is implemented with a rudimentary proportionalintegral (PI) architecture that commands engine thrust to maintain a reference airspeed with zero steady-state error.
For lateral motion, the FBW flight controllers allow pilots to control the roll and sideslip angle of the aircraft [33] . The DP and DR Law controllers were designed with a three phase design approach. The first phase entailed a full-state feedback design to place the poles and obtain a set of desired specifications. Following the pole-placement, a rudder turn co-ordination controller is added to minimise the adverse yaw effect of the aircraft. In the third and final phase, the controllers were designed to produce a natural response for a commanded sideslip by allowing a slight roll angle when commanding sideslip.
Conventional Gudiance Laws
Following the inner-loop FBW flight control architecture, a set of outer-loop guidance laws are required to control the aircraft along a desired flight path. For longitudinal guidance control, the altitude-hold guidance law is generally designed to maintain a reference altitude by using flight path angle (FPA) or climb rate (CR) specific control. FPA control is commonly used to control the altitude at take-off and landing, whereas the CR control is typically used during nominal cruising conditions. In this study, the CR specific altitude control will be considered followed by an altitude controller.
For lateral-directional guidance, a cross-track error controller is designed to navigate the aircraft along a flight path plan consisting of a set of waypoints. The set of waypoints are connected by a series of straight-line segments.
CONVENTIONAL FLIGHT SIMULATIONS
All of the designed longitudinal and lateral controllers will be implemented in the integrated formation flight simulation model as illustrated in Figure 1 . In this section, a discussion is given for various simulation results with an isolated aircraft.
Longitudinal Controller Performance Altitude
Step-For a 5 m altitude step command, Figure 8a shows a comparison of the altitude step response of the linear model and the output of the full non-linear simulation.
The non-linear model agrees closely with the linear model, exhibiting time characteristics as summarised in Table 3 . It exhibits a second-order response with overshoot slightly less than designed for, peaking after 10 seconds and settling with a 2% error bound just under 20 seconds. Airspeed
Step-For a 5 m/s airspeed step command, Figure  8b shows the airspeed step response and Table 4 summarises the response characteristics. The non-linear model agrees closely with the linear model and exhibits a very well damped response with a 2% settling time of approximately 40 s -less than desired. It is noted here that although the response might be overdamped, the slightly faster response is advantageous for formation flight, increasing the chances of effectively maintaining the desired axial separation between the aircraft. Figure 9 shows the lateral response of the linear and non-linear model with only the DP and DR law active for lateral-directional control. For a 5
• roll angle step command, the linear and non-linear responses match very well and the response characteristics are summarised in Table 5 . The peak time for the roll response is well below 10 seconds with a very small amount of overshoot. The steady-state error in the linear and non-linear model responses are very small (approximately 2%). As desired, the turn co-ordination controller minimised the amount of sideslip during a commanded roll angle to a negligibly small value. Regarding the sideslip response in Figure 9b , for a 1
• sideslip angle step command the linear and non-linear responses match very well. The response characteristics are summarised in Table 6 . The realised sideslip is only half of the commanded sideslip, exhibiting an overshoot of roughly 20%. Exhibiting a natural response during a sideslip command, the achieved steady-state ratio for a bank angle induced by a sideslip angle command is,
Cross-Track Error
Step- Figure 10a shows the step response of the cross-track error for a 5 m commanded tracking error. A comparison of the specifications for the desired and realised characteristics is given in Table 7 . The linear model response characteristics are well within the desired specifications but the non-linear model exhibits a large overshoot. In an attempt to decrease the overshoot below 5%, a rate limiter can be added to the reference input of the crosstrack guidance controller. The overshoot will improve at the expense of an increased rise and settling time. An acceptable trade-off between overshoot and response time is selected where the focus is given to reducing overshoot. The response after adding a rate limiter is illustrated in Figure 10b . 
EXTENDED FORMATION FLIGHT CONTROL
Subsequent to the design of representative FBW flight controllers and conventional guidance laws, the flight control architecture is extended for an aircraft in formation -the follower. Left unchanged, the inner-loop FBW flight control architecture remains representative of modern architecture, illustrated in Figure 7 . Only the guidance laws are adapted to meet the needs of formation flight. At this point, the goal is not to produce an optimal controller for passenger comfort but instead to create a system that will be successful in ensuring the follower maintains the formation separations with acceptable performance.
Formation Extended Guidance Laws
Starting with the longitudinal guidance laws, the axial separation controller is illustrated in Figure 11 . This guidance controller is designed as an extra outer-loop controller to maintain the desired longitudinal separation ξ between the aircraft by commanding a desired airspeed for the autothrust controller. Shown in Figure 12 , a vertical separation controller is added to maintain the geometric vertical separation ζ between the aircraft. The input of the conventional altitudehold controller is remapped to the desired geometric vertical separation. For lateral-directional guidance, a lateral separation controller is introduced in Figure 13 , added to maintain the desired lateral separation η between the aircraft. The conventional cross-track error variables are remapped to lateral separation and appropriate unit conversions are performed before reaching the controller gains.
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Conventional Formation Extended Figure 13 : Remapping the input of the conventional cross-track error controller to the desired geometric lateral separation.
EXTENDED FORMATION FLIGHT SIMULATIONS
Feasible Geometric Separations for Formation Flight
A literature study and analysis was performed in an attempt to determine the most relevant aircraft separation variables with which to explore formation flight. Table 8 summarises the geometric separations that will be investigated in this current study based on found literature. The vertical and longitudinal separations are fixed at ζ = 0 and ξ = −10 wingspans respectively while the lateral separation can take on any values form η = 1 to 1.5 wingspans. Figure 14 illustrates the NED position of the aircraft during formation flight within light turbulence. The follower is required to obtain and maintain the desired separations η = 1.3, ζ = 0 and ξ = −10. Figure 15 shows the resulting aircraft responses as well as the measured geometric vertical, axial and lateral separation during the simulation after the following commands were executed by the leader aircraft autopilot: 
Vertical, Axial and Lateral Tracking Performance
1. a 10 m altitude step at 250 s, 2. a 5 m/s airspeed step at 500 s and lastly 3. an increase by half a wingspan in its cross-track error at 700 s. In light turbulence, the tracking performance of the follower aircraft is quite satisfactory. Concerning the altitude step at 250 s (Figure 15a ), the follower successfully follows suit and the vertical separation is recovered to zero (Figure 15b ). During the altitude step, negligible changes occured in the airspeed (Figure 15c ) and tracking response (Figure 15e ) of the aircraft while the vertical separation is found peaking slightly over the allowable variation boundaries (Figure 15b ).
A few seconds later, the leader receives an airspeed step command. As expected, the follower closely follows suit by changing its airspeed and recovering the desired axial separation (Figure 15d ). The axial separation remains well within the allowable region at approximately ξ = −10 wingspans. During the airspeed step, no changes were recorded in the tracking response. However, a notable change in altitude is seen by the leader and as a result, the follower initially also increases altitude. With the guidance laws in place, both aircraft recovered the reference altitude and the vertical separation remained just within the allowable variation boundaries during the step. This result outlines that a leader of a formation flight scenario should be careful not to make large airspeed changes. During cruise conditions though, aircraft are expected to travel at a relatively constant airspeed.
Lastly, at 700 s into the simulation, the leader aircraft increases its cross-track distance from the straight path by about half a wingspan. As this occurs, the follower reacts accordingly to maintain the desired lateral separation ( Figure  15f ). During the cross-track step, negligible changes occurred in the altitude and airspeed response of the leader and follower. All separations remained well within the boundaries of allowable variation. For higher levels of turbulence intensity, the performance of the formation guidance laws degrade -particularly the performance of the lateral separation guidance. The results for moderate turbulence are shown in Figure 16 . The follower maintains the desired vertical and axial separations throughout the simulation with the vertical separation peaking a few times just outside of the allowable variation boundaries. The lateral separation however is found outside of the allowable variation boundaries more often. This is not desired when the aircraft is at a lateral separation closer than 1.3 wingspans since it might get pulled aggressively into the vortex, directly behind the leader. Due to the high induced forces and moments at lateral separations less than one wingspan, the follower aircraft can also get pushed out very aggressively. This does not happen in the case of moderate turbulence at a lateral separation of 1.3 wingspans, but is exactly what happens in the case of severe turbulence.
Formation-Hold Performance
To further evaluate how well the formation guidance laws hold the desired separations during turbulence, another simulation exercise is performed. Upon initialising the follower at any lateral separation in the range 1.0 η 1.5, the leader aircraft is commanded to fly along a straight path with no flight path heading changes while the follower is commanded to maintain user-specified desired geometric separations. The simulations were performed over an extended period of 30 minutes and at various turbulence intensities. For each level of turbulence intensity, the lateral separation is plotted versus the axial and vertical separation over the entire simulation period. Also indicated in these plots as rather thick blue boundaries, are the allowable separation variations as summarised in Table 8 . Lastly, indicated in the bottom left of each plot, is an indication of how many times the aircraft happened to be inside or outside of the allowable separation boundaries. Figure 17 shows the results of the formation-hold capabilities at light, moderate and severe turbulence conditions for a desired lateral separation of 1.3 wingspans. The results show a lot of variation as the turbulence intensity increases and, as expected, the hold performance degrades as the intensity increases. The best formation-hold performance is achieved at light turbulence conditions -at least for decreasing lateral separations of up to 1.1 wingspans.
For lateral separations less than 1.1 wingspan, the designed flight control architecture is unable to reach a steady state value, resulting in unstable oscillatory behaviour as illustrated in Figure 18 . The actuators do not show any saturation during this oscillatory behaviour. When the follower gets pushed through and past the wake, the guidance laws try again to move the aircraft to the desired lateral separation of η = 1 wingspan but the same oscillatory behaviour occurs and the follower again gets pulled in and pushed out of the vortex aggressively. 
Conclusions
To evaluate the performance of the extended formation flight guidance laws, extended simulations were performed at different levels of turbulence intensity and geometric lateral separations. An investigation into other studies showed that the optimum longitudinal and vertical separations to use for this current study are ξ = −10 and ζ = 0 wingspans respectively. The optimal lateral separation was considered in most literature studies to be between η = 0.9 and 1.1 wingspans.
In this current study, the guidance laws are unable to maintain formation for desired lateral separations less than η = 1.1 wingspans. Otherwise, in light turbulence simulations, the formation guidance laws were successfully able to maintain the desired geometric separations and retain the separation after the leader aircraft performs longitudinal manoeuvres.
The formation-hold performance degrades very quickly as the level of turbulence intensity increases to moderate and severe turbulence. It is concluded that formation flight is not at all feasible in severe turbulence. This high level of turbulence is rarely encountered in flight, and formation flight should not be considered in these conditions. With regards to moderate turbulence, at lateral separations closer than η = 1.2 wingspans the aircraft comes too close to the trailing vortex, getting pulled into and pushed out of the vortex.
Happening multiple times over the entire simulation period, the trailing aircraft goes far to the left of the leader aircraft, resulting in large separation errors. The formation flight guidance laws eventually guide the aircraft back to the correct separations but this process is not without aggressiveness, making it unfavourable for passenger comfort.
PASSENGER COMFORT
The formation flight simulation model in Figure 1 is now ready to be used for passenger comfort evaluation during formation flight in turbulence. The following section of the paper will investigate the levels of comfort experienced at different seating locations by measurement and evaluation with the method described in Section 2. The results in this current study will be compared with the results produced in a previous study by Bizinos [3] .
Description of Evaluation Scenario
For the evaluation of comfort, the translational and rotational accelerations at the feet are combined with the accelerations at the seat-surface of a seated passenger. In a study performed by author J.D. Leatherwood at the Langley Research Center [37] , the ratio of peak seat accelerations to peak input accelerations at the floor for discrete frequencies was combined to produce vertical and horizontal transmissibility ratios. Vertical transmissibility data showed that the accelerations experienced at the seat-surface differ by a good margin from the accelerations applied at the floor. Lateral transmissibility data proved to be less accurate since it was more difficult to measure. Nevertheless, the most important observation made was the fact that the transmissibility ratios for different seats peak in a frequency range considered to be critical comfort frequencies.
Assuming a rigid-body aircraft in the current case, time series acceleration data is measured at the feet and seat-surface; where the accelerations at the seat-surface are measured with vertical or lateral transmissibility ratios. Figure 19 illustrates the vertical and lateral transmissibility ratios, reproduced from the data measured by J.D. Leatherwood [37] and linearly interpolated with data points of a finer sampling over the frequency range 1 to 50 Hz. Notice that the ratio peaks at approximately 5 Hz for vertical transmissibility and 2 Hz for lateral transmissibility. Figure 19 : Vertical and lateral transmissibility ratios, used to obtain time series acceleration at the seat-surface from accelerations at the feet of a seated passenger.
The acceleration power spectral densities are obtained and weighted accordingly: W d for linear accelerations at the seatsurface along the x-and y-axes, W k for linear acceleration along the z-axis and W e for rotational accelerations in all three axes. For accelerations at the feet, W k will be applied together with the appropriate weighting factors for linear accelerations along all three axes. Lastly, for the evaluation of motion sickness, W f is applied to linear accelerations along all three translational axes at the seat-surface.
With the weighted acceleration spectra, the overall acceleration magnitudes are calculated at the seat-surface and feet with Equations (22a) and (22b) respectively. The translational a ()t and rotational a ()r accelerations are obtained with Equation (21) by using appropriately weighted acceleration spectra and multiplication factors (see Table 1 ). The frequency-weighted RMS accelerations in Equation (21) are obtained from the power spectral density estimation of the acceleration with Equation (20) . The overall acceleration magnitudes at the feet and seat-surface are combined via an additional sum of root mean squares to obtain a total acceleration magnitude as given in Equation (23). Table  2 is then used to assess the level of vibrational comfort. Regarding motion sickness, Equations (24) and (25) are used to obtain a MSDV for each axes from which a PIP indicator can be calculated with Equation (26) .
Implementation of Evaluation Method
Simulation Resolution-The ISO 2631-1 standard provides guidance methods for the effects of whole-body vibration on health, comfort, perception and motion sickness over a frequency range of 0.1 to 80 Hz. Houbolt [38] presented results that showed Von Kármán spectra agrees well with recorded flight data up to frequencies of 10 3 Hz. In a recent study by Bizinos [3] , an evaluation of passenger comfort was given based on extended simulations of 30 minutes and aliasing avoided up to 50 Hz. Closely following from the procedure used by Bizinos, in this current study extended simulations of 30 minutes at different levels of turbulence intensity are performed with a sampling period of 0.01 s. Using the sampling theorem, the Nyquist frequency with this sampling period is also 50 Hz, ensuring no aliasing to occur up to this frequency. This simulation setup should provide reasonable computational speed with reliable average vibration values in the entire frequency range of interest. Figure 20 illustrates the international all economy seating arrangement in the Boeing 747-100, reprinted and adapted from a document produced by the Boeing Commercial Airplane Company [39] . In the study by Bizinos [3] , several seating locations were investigated in this arrangement with respect to a seating location near the CG -denoted as A. Seating locations B-E are considered as the maximum seating displacements from the CG. A worst case seating location F was selected by the author based on the comfort results produced during the study. Table 9 summarises then the seat location co-ordinates considered in this study, used also by Bizinos, and verified to have reasonable agreement with Boeing document D6-58326 [39] . Table 9 : Seating location co-ordinates from the CG in an international all-economy B747-100 aircraft (See Figure 20 )
Seating Locations-
Feasible Geometric Separations for Passenger Comfort Evaluation-In Section 6, it was concluded that acceptable formation-hold performance was only achieved at lateral separations larger than 1 wingspan. Moreover, good formationhold performance is strongly related to the type of turbulence intensity. It was shown that the formation-hold guidance laws struggled at all lateral separations investigated during severe turbulence. In moderate turbulence, the guidance laws successfully maintained desired separations of up to η = 1.2 wingspans lateral separation. Separations closer to the wake caused the follower to get pulled in and thrown out of the vortex rather aggressively.
Considering the satisfaction of passengers during formation flight, a scenario where the aircraft is aggressively pulled into and pushed out of the trailing wake vortex is deemed undesirable. As such, these scenarios will be omitted from the evaluation of passenger comfort as it is assumed these scenarios will be avoided in future formation flight. Table 10 summarises the feasible formation flight scenarios for passenger comfort evaluation at the separations listed in Table 8 . An "unacceptable" rating implies the formation flight scenario will be omitted from the passenger comfort evaluation and "acceptable" ratings will be included. 
Results and Discussion
A discussion of the most relevant results will be given in the following section. Focus is placed particularly on the acceleration spectra, the effect of vibrations on levels of comfort and the effect of vibrations on motion sickness incidence.
Follower Acceleration Spectra-Concerning the acceleration power spectral densities for a follower aircraft near the CG as well as fore and aft of the fuselage, a discussion and comparison of the results is given, focusing on the results produced by Bizinos [3] in a similar study. The acceleration spectra near the CG is first investigated and then the spectra for seating locations fore and aft of the fuselage in comparison with the spectra near the CG. Figure 21 illustrates the linear and rotational acceleration spectra at a seating location A near the CG. In all cases, the general vibratory response of the aircraft is of similar nature in all three directions, both translational and rotational. The highest vibration magnitudes are found to be in the linear vertical axes. The energy is concentrated at very low frequencies between 0 Hz and 1 Hz, similarly observed by other literature studies [40] [41] [42] , emphasising the need to pay special attention to motion sickness incidence. Figure 21a and 21b illustrate the linear and rotational acceleration spectra respectively between the leader and follower. In these results, the linear acceleration spectra show negligible difference. The linear acceleration spectra also showed negligible difference as the follower moved closer to the trailing vortex (results not shown here). However, concerning the rotational acceleration spectra, a clear increase in yaw acceleration magnitudes are found in a follower aircraft. This is emphasised by the results shown in Figure 21c , also showing a clear increase in the yaw acceleration magnitudes as the follower moves closer to the trailing vortex. Figure 21c also shows a small decrease in roll acceleration magnitudes at motion sickness frequencies between 0.1 and 1 Hz. All of these observations are in line with trends seen by author
Bizinos [3] . Figure 22 illustrates the linear acceleration spectra at the seatsurface in a follower aircraft at different seating locations. The rotational spectra offset from the CG remains the same due to a rigid-body assumption. The results are in all cases compared to a seating location A near the CG. Simulations were performed in moderate turbulence and at a desired lateral separation of η = 1.2 wingspans.
First consider seating locations B and C as seen in Figure  22a -C being on the same side as the lead aircraft in a right echelon formation. Very little difference is found in all three translational acceleration magnitudes between the different seating locations in the follower aircraft. While author Bizinos [3] illustrated that vertical and longitudinal accelerations increased at seating location C and decreased at location B with respect to seating location A, the results in this study show negligible change in acceleration magnitudes when moving to the left or right of the CG in a follower aircraft.
Now consider seating locations D and E as seen in Figure 22b , at the aft and fore of the aircraft fuselage respectively. Unlike B and C, seating locations longitudinally displaced from the CG have a more prominent effect on the lateral and vertical acceleration magnitudes. No difference in the longitudinal acceleration spectra is found between these seating locations.
In the lateral axis, larger acceleration magnitudes are experienced at D compared to A. The opposite occurs at E, where smaller acceleration magnitudes are produced. In the vertical axis, the same pattern results: higher acceleration magnitudes at location D, and smaller acceleration magnitudes at location E. Although the results for the leader are not produced here, these trends are true for both aircraft with a slightly larger change in the vibratory response of the follower in formation.
In the study of author Bizinos [3] , it was found for an isolated aircraft that a seat at the front of the aircraft will result in a more comfortable flight than a seat at the rear of the aircraft. It was further found by the author that the opposite happens in formation flight, where larger acceleration magnitudes are found at the front of the fuselage compared to the rear of the aircraft. Choosing to investigate a worst seating location F, it was suggested that for an aircraft in a right echelon formation, the front and port side of the aircraft is most uncomfortable.
This current study suggests a slightly different result for an aircraft in a right echelon formation. Similarly to the leader aircraft, a seat in the aft of a follower aircraft will be more uncomfortable than a seat in the front. Moreover, considering Figure 22c , illustrating the linear vibration magnitudes at seating location F in relation to A, it is seen that while longitudinal accelerations show a slight increase, vertical vibration magnitudes show a decrease in formation flight. Considering the weightings of the ISO 2631-1 standard, the weighting for vertical vibrations exhibit slightly stronger amplification than the weighting for longitudinal and lateral accelerations at frequencies larger than 5 Hz. It is then concluded, unlike the conclusion made by Bizinos [3] , that the port side of the aircraft and a seating location displaced higher up the vertical axis will be slightly more comfortable. Figure 23 shows the comfort along the fuselage in aircraft during formation flight. Simulations were performed in light and moderate turbulence at different lateral separations. As a benchmark for comparison, the comfort in a leader aircraft in light turbulence is also shown in Figure 23b . A brief scan of the results reveal one fairly important finding: the vibration magnitudes do not differ largely between aircraft in isolated and formation flight under the same conditions.
Evaluating the Effect of Vibrations on Levels of Comfort-
As expected, a clear increase in discomfort is found from light to moderate turbulence for both the leader and follower aircraft. According to ISO 2631-1 [23] , the median perception threshold is considered approximately 0.015 m/s 2 , decreasing only slightly with increasing vibration durations. In light turbulence, the computed acceleration levels are considered sufficiently small (< 0.015 m/s 2 ) to assume no discomfort will be experienced by most of the passengers. For aircraft in moderate turbulence however, the acceleration magnitudes are found to be above the perception threshold at any seating location but remain well within the not uncomfortable region suggested by the ISO 2631-1 standard. From Figure 23b it is also evident that in both a leader and follower aircraft -flying at any lateral separation shown in the plot -a seating location at the front of the aircraft (E and F) is more comfortable than one aft of the aircraft (D). This is in agreement with other literature studies [3] [30] . In the study by Kubica et al. [30] , simulations were performed in strong turbulence in order to evaluate the comfort improvement posed by an active control law strategy. It was found that PIP levels progressively increase as the seating location moves from the front to the aft of the aircraft. The PIP levels range between 1.5% and 2% in the vertical axis, and between 0.1% and 0.15% in the lateral axis when active control law techniques are used.
Evaluating the Effect of Vibrations on the Incidence of Motion
Using the results of the study performed by Kubica et al. [30] as a benchmark, the vertical axis PIP levels in Figure 25a are considerably smaller, ranging between 0.24% and 0.26%. This large difference could be due to the consideration of aircraft flexibility by authors Kubica et al. whereas in the current study a rigid-body aircraft is assumed. Furthermore, it is unclear what level of turbulence is implied in the simula- Considering the PIP levels in a follower aircraft at any lateral separation indicated, the PIP levels in the follower are less than those in a leader. Furthermore, the PIP levels gradually decrease at any seating location of the follower as the aircraft moves closer to the wake flow field. Longitudinal axis accelerations show negligible change between leader and follower (see Figure 24c and 25c). Although these trends are found, it is noted that the PIP levels in turbulence are sufficiently small -less than 0.25% in moderate turbulence and less than 0.01% in light turbulence -that these trends should not have any significant impact. The variations in PIP levels are even smaller, varying by approximately ±0.01% in moderate turbulence and negligibly in light turbulence.
In conclusion, the PIP levels in isolated and formation flight are very small. Peaking at approximately 0.01% in light turbulence and approximately 0.25% in moderate turbulence, the results indicate that the chances of having ill passengers in a leader and follower aircraft is in the same order of magnitude. This makes motion sickness incidence during formation flight at the lateral separations under investigation almost no different to motion sickness during isolated flight.
CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical model of a Boeing B747-100 aircraft model was implemented for both a leader and follower aircraft during formation flight. The required mathematical modelling used to describe each aircraft was briefly discussed, focusing on the aerodynamic modelling and the definition of aircraft separation variables. The comfort criteria used to measure and evaluate the effects of vibration on comfort levels and motion sickness incidence were also defined. Subsequent to the mathematical modelling, the conventional flight control architecture was presented followed by the extended flight control architecture for formation flight.
Simulation results showed that the extended formation guidance laws were unable to maintain formation for desired lateral separations less than η = 1.1 wingspans. It was also concluded without surprise that the formation-hold performance degrades very quickly with increasing turbulence. Showing the best results in light turbulence, the guidance laws maintained desired lateral separations larger than η = 1 at the desired vertical (ζ = 0) and axial (ξ = −10) separations. In moderate turbulence and at lateral separations closer than η = 1.2 wingspans, the aircraft comes to close to the trailing vortex, getting pulled into and pushed out of the vortex. Happening multiple times over the entire simulation period, the trailing aircraft goes far to the left of the leader aircraft resulting in large separation errors. The formation flight guidance laws eventually guide the aircraft back to the correct separations but this process is not without aggressiveness, making it unfavourable for passenger comfort.
The vibrations on board a leader and follower aircraft were measured at various locations in an international all-economy seating arrangement. Using the overall frequency-weighted RMS accelerations at the feet and seat-surface, a total RMS acceleration magnitude is computed and used to determine the comfort level according to ISO 2631-1. The accelerations at the seat-surface were obtained from the feet accelerations with vertical and lateral transmissibility ratios.
Results showed that the vibration magnitudes do not differ much between aircraft in isolated flight and formation flight under the same conditions. A clear increase in discomfort from light to moderate turbulence was found. For moderate turbulence, the acceleration magnitudes were found to be above the perception threshold but remained well within the not uncomfortable region suggested by the ISO 2631-1 standard. It was concluded for both aircraft that a seating location at the front of the aircraft is more comfortable than one at the back of the aircraft.
It was further concluded that formation flight at the lateral separations investigated produce PIP levels almost no different to that in isolated flight. Results showed that the PIP levels in isolated and formation flight are very small, peaking at approximately 0.01% in light turbulence and approximately 0.25% in moderate turbulence.
APPENDICES A. SPECTRAL DENSITY ESTIMATION
The Welch Method
The Welch method, named after P.D. Welch [32] , is a well known approach to spectral density approximation. The process, which follows from available literature studies produced by Heinzel et al. [43] and Schmid [44] , is also used by Bizinos in a study of passenger comfort during formation flight within atmospheric turbulence [3] .
The process of the Welch method starts with time series of random vibration data, divided up into overlapping segments. A window function is then applied to each segment and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is applied to each window modified segment. The resulting outputs are scaled and averaged to represent the normalised power spectral density of the entire signal. The DFT implicitly assumes periodicity [43] [44] [45] and if the input signal is not as such the resulting output will contain a lot of spectral leakage -power spread all across the spectrum. The remedy for avoiding spectral leakage as much as possible is by windowing the input signal.
Although the process of windowing might seem simple, its affect on the resulting interpretation of the transformed signal should not be neglected. In order to correctly interpret the results of a transformed signal that is multiplied by a windowing function, normalisation or correction factors are required [44] . The first correction factor is defined as,
and is termed the coherent gain of the window [44] . The second important correction factor is defined as,
and is termed the noise gain of the window [44] .
Normalised Power Spectral Density-After applying a realto-complex FFT algorithm to each window modified segment of the time series acceleration data, a complex vector Y [i] of length N/2 + 1 is scaled and averaged to obtain a normalised power spectral density. The type of normalisation is dependent on the spectral density to be interpreted. Since the pwelch.m function, available in MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox, is used in this study, its type of normalisation is pursued. For details of other normalisation types, consult Schmid [44] .
The pwelch.m function in MATLAB normalises the resulting power spectral density such that the noise power spectral density can be read directly off the plot. After applying the FFT transform to each window modified segment of the time series data, a complex vector,
of length N/2 results. The appropriately normalised onesided power spectral density is then given by, 
and,
where f Res is the frequency resolution of each frequency bin, f s is the sampling frequency and N is the number of DFT samples. The normalisation just described is not, however, what is desired for this study. It is desired to be able to read the RMS value of a signal from the power spectral density of translational or rotational acceleration. Using the derivation of Schmid [44] , the power spectral density is Equation (32) must first be scaled by the factor,
and the RMS value of the input signal x[i] is then,
